Industry

IoT is rapidly shaping logistics businesses - using connected devices to give us a faster, cleaner and smarter world. Tracking is no longer just about location. Advances in technology allows companies to benefit not only because it prevents theft, loss, and damage, but because better asset management is essential for meeting operational and compliance targets. Asset management that delivers real-time data contributes to a healthy bottom line, and IoT devices and systems makes data more accurate and reliable than ever before.

Solution

SIMcontrol is the easiest way to deploy and manage SIM cards in logistics and tracking applications using a single pooled account.

Cost-Effective
Managing your spend on SIM deployments is key. Our platform eliminates the risk of SIM abuse and reduces data connectivity costs.

Quick & Easy
Try it out today with existing SIM cards. We also supply SIMs in bulk and take care of the RICA and provisioning hassle.

Reliable
SIMcontrol has over 10 years of proven success. Partner with us for your SIM management and get access to fast turnaround on technical support queries.

Multi-Network
We are mobile network agnostic - choose SIMs from any mobile network to ensure coverage for your project. We also offer local services in numerous African countries, or use our Global Roaming solutions for cross-border or dual-network local connectivity.

Applications

- Real-Time Tracking
- On-Board Video
- Fuel Monitoring
- Fleet Optimisation & Route Planning

Requirements

- Easy SIM management at scale
- Network coverage & quality roaming
- Reliable connectivity
- Cost Management

Positive Results

Managing SIMs in tracking and logistics devices deployed in moving assets can be hard. SIMcontrol makes it easy and cost-effective. Our platform helps logistics and tracking technology companies across Africa to reduce the hassle and cost of managing device SIMs at scale.